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greek salad granita molecular recipes - a surprising dish by funky gourmet the greek molecular gastronomy
restaurant recently awarded with two michelin stars the diner gets stunned first by seeing a scoop of white snow
on their plate the waiter then squeezes a few drops of olive oil on top using a pipette and instructs the guest to
proceed, candied lemon frost violet ice cream yogurt snow flowers - this is another dish that 2 star michelin
chef jordi cruz was generous enough to share with us it s another grand adventure into molecular gastronomy
and as all of his dishes tend to do brings together tradition and creativity in a manner truly unique to the young
chef, meet our team head chef andrew sheridan sosban restaurant - andrew sheridan joined sosban as head
chef in 2017 and has made his mark on the menus with his his creative tasting menu andrew is set to appear on
our tv screens this summer on the great british menu bbc 2, gear guides modernist cuisine - gear guides
gadgets not exactly in making our books we had the opportunity to work with many different kinds of equipment
all of that experience has left us with some favorite kinds of tools that we feel are essential for modernist cooking
part of a well stocked kitchen or handy to have for special purposes, 3 ingredient coconut ice cream vegan no
cook totally - instructions chill the cans of coconut milk for at least 4 hours before making your ice cream when
you re ready to make your ice cream empty the contents of the cans into your blender, lello 4080 musso
lussino ice cream maker a comprehensive - the lello 4080 musso lussino available from amazon is an italian
made domestic ice cream machine with an in built freezing system after 7 months of extensive use which has
included using this machine to make ice cream to sell at 5 food markets i ve found that it produces excellent ice
cream that is extremely smooth dense and creamy it has an optimum capacity of 700 ml 0 74 quart
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